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WANT VS. NEED: THE BATTLE FOR A LIMITED BUDGET

Abstract
Wants and needs are central to marketing theories of consumption and the regulation of consumption. Yet research has devoted little attention to how consumers experience wanting. This research is grounded in the everyday experiences of indebted consumers enrolled in a debt management program, a context where wanting is acute. Based on the literature, focus groups, and longitudinal surveys, we develop wanting as a construct. We find that wanting is an everyday craving for hedonic items that serve immediate pleasure, identity building and social connection purposes. By focusing on the experience of wanting, we gain an understanding of the lived experience of consumers’ rhetorical efforts to categorize needs and wants. We show that while some consumers consistently define and privilege needs, most employ rhetorical strategies that allow them to alter and undermine their budgets and enable purchases of wanted products. We discuss theoretical and practical implications of these processes for consumer research.
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